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& License Key. The main
purpose is to make very

beautiful and professional
picture if you are not extremely

good photographer. And use
different tools of this

application can easily enhance
your phot. This wonderful
application, Movavi Photo

Editor, which is a wonderful
photo editing software.Q: Why
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CSS backface-visibility isn't
working in FireFox & Chrome

but works in IE11 & Edge? Why
CSS backface-visibility isn't

working in FireFox and Chrome
but works in IE11 and Edge?
.box { width: 100px; height:
100px; background-color:

green; position: relative; } .face
{ width: 100px; height: 100px;
background-color: red; position:
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absolute; backface-visibility:
hidden; top: 0; left: 0; right: 0;

bottom: 0; } .back { width:
100px; height: 100px;

background-color: blue;
position: absolute; backface-

visibility: visible; top: 0; left: 0;
right: 0; bottom: 0; } A: The

reason why it's not working in
firefox and chrome is because

it’s not supported by those
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